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Introduction
Welcome to our Winter 2015/16
Newsletter.
As one year ends and a new one
begins it is often nice to look back
at our favourite homebuilding and
renovating projects from 2015
which include two very interesting
and relevant case studies with
regard to home and self builders.
2015 was a busy year with the
Homebuilding & Renovating Shows
having increased attendance over
previous years.

In addition to the ever popular
Planning Clinic Sally Tagg
(Homebuilding & Renovating
Magazine Planning Expert) will
each day be presenting the
seminars as identified below.
Finally this newsletter also
provides details regarding our
Toolkit Series of books which
reflect and build upon the
seminars. The seminars are run
daily and details for the NEC
show are as follows.

At each of the 5 shows in 2015
Foxley Tagg ran the ‘Planning
Clinic’. These sessions were
extremely busy with clients offered
15 minutes free planning advice
on everything from building on a
new plot to extending an existing
home.

11.15: Planning Permission: How to find our way through the Planning Maze.

With the 2016 show schedules now
released our attention is drawn to
the biggest show of them all, the
National Show which is again to be
held at the NEC.

12:45: Permitted Development: How to improve your home without having to apply for
Planning Permission.

The 2016 National Show will be at
the NEC between April 14th -17th.
Tickets are now on sale.

An introduction to the planning process. Discover the tactics that will maximise your chances of getting
consent for your homebuilding or renovating project. Learn how the system works, who makes the
decisions, how to influence them, when to compromise, when to appeal and more.

An introduction to permitted development rights - the extensions, improvements and alterations you can
make to your home without having to submit a Planning Application. Learn how to make the most of the
recent relaxation of Permitted Development rules in England, plus how to combine Permitted
Development and Planning Permission to maximise development potential.

Promoting Self Build: A Policy Perspective
In the autumn of 2015 the National Custom and
Self-Build Association tasked Foxley Tagg with producing
representations to Local Plan examinations on their
behalf in order to promote policies which encourage
self-build.
The aim of the project is to demonstrate to local
authorities whose emerging local plans do not contain
policies that promote self-build, that national guidance
now states that they must:


keep a register of those in their area that wish to
build their own home.



include policies which enable/promote self-build
and look after the interests of those that wish to
build their own home.

Both Foxley Tagg and NaCSBA are firm in the view that
national guidelines are now clear on the matter that
local authorities who produce local plans that do not
plan for the needs of self-builders are in serious danger
of having their plan fail at examination.
As an example of our success Mid-Sussex District Council
have responded to our representation by:


Launching a self-build register.



Including reference to self-build as part of a large
strategic mixed-use development allocation.



Extending their Housing Mix policy to ask for serviced plots
for self-build homes to be included on strategic sites.

All of which represents positive news for self-builders in
Mid-Sussex and we hope many others will follow this approach.
During the first quarter of 2016 we will be making submissions to a
further 10 local authorities in England with between 40 and 50
earmarked for completion in the current year.
By directly influencing development plans as they are being
produced we hope to ensure that more land and sites come
forward for self builders.

Self Build News
Finding a plot is often one of the hardest elements of self
building. Up until 2010 the definition of ‘Brownfield’ or
‘Previously Developed Land’ included garden land
associated with residential dwellings.
The definition of Brownfield was changed to exclude
garden land so as to restrict ‘garden grabbing’ with the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (March
2012) reiterating the position.

homes with large gardens outside of built up areas.
The judgement brings into play paragraph 111 of the NPPF
which establishes that, “Planning policies and decisions should
encourage the effective use of land by re-using land that has
been previously developed (Brownfield Land), provided that it is
not of high environmental value.”

For self builders the above change and the resultant
NPPF have made developing new plots on garden land
all the more difficult. Previously if you could demonstrate
that a site was Brownfield then this would help to
establish the principle of development, however
planning policies were reviewed and tightened up so as
to restrict such developments.
A recent planning Appeal found that garden land
associated with a dwelling outside of a built up area can
be considered as Brownfield. The Council who lost the
Appeal took the matter to the High Court.
The High Court judgement (January 2016) essentially
agreed with the Appeal decision in finding garden land,
outside of built up areas to be Brownfield.
Whilst the case in question was not a self build planning
application the repercussions of the judgement are
important for potential self builders who have existing

For self builders the judgement is not a smoking gun, but another
piece of the planning policy jigsaw with regard to the
development of potential garden sites outside of built up areas.

Whilst this is an intriguing development, the outcome is not
definitive as the judgement relates to the case and not National
Planning Policy, however, watch this space as it will be very
interesting to see how this plays out… we will be monitoring the
situation.
Contact Sally Tagg on 01242 222107 / office@ftplanning.co.uk
if you have a plot or land where we may be able to assist
with a site assessment and/or an application.

Our favourite homebuilding and renovating projects from 2015….

Case Study: Full Application
Foxley Tagg were approached by our clients who owned an
existing semi detached house within the confines of a
village. The site boundary to the west also formed the
maximum extent of the local Conservation Area.
Whilst the site was not in the Conservation Area the
application and the design of the scheme had to be carefully
prepared to ensure that the character of the heritage asset
was not impacted upon.
One of the major elements of the proposal was the fact that
the new property would be detached from the neighbouring
property.

We worked closely with our client and the Council to ensure that
the new dwelling would enhance the setting by producing a
more balanced and aesthetically pleasing dwelling.
The new property whilst being detached was also larger than
the existing, however it was demonstrated that this could be
achieved without being detrimental to neighbouring properties.
The application was approved last year with work to begin
shortly. We hope to be able to provide more updates during the
build on our website in the coming months.

Case Study: Outline Application
Foxley Tagg were approached by our clients who owned a
small paddock some 250m from the edge of a settlement. The
site was near to a river and on a busy road. The client
understood that the agricultural land had little value and
therefore wanted to achieve permission to build two
dwellings.
Following a thorough assessment of the site it was clear to us
that the site had potential to accommodate more than two
units.
We identified a number of potential constraints e.g. access,
flooding and ecology but as part of our Outline Planning
Application we were able to demonstrate sufficient mitigation.

The application was approved last year and we are now happy
to report that the applicant has agreed to sell the site to a
developer who will now build out the scheme.
The site has been sold with a suitable uplift based on the original
value. The return for the client demonstrates clear value in
utilising our services to assess a site and to deliver planning
permission.
Contact Sally Tagg on 01242 222107 / office@ftplanning.co.uk
if you have a plot or land where we may be able to assist
with a site assessment and/or an application.

Toolkit Series of Books
In 2011 we launched our first book ‘Permitted
Development: A guide to extending your property’ to
help clearly explain the rules and regulations regarding
Permitted Development Rights using plain English text
together with a range of illustrations and diagrams.

This updated book now includes the recent regulation
changes relating to the maximum size of rear single
storey extensions, as well as to explain the new Prior
Approval system relating to the conversion of
agricultural buildings and offices to residential
properties.

The second book in the Toolkit Series is an in-depth look
at the Planning System and the processes involved with
regard to preparing and submitting applications.

The book entitled ‘Planning Permission: A guide through
the planning maze’ refers to each stage of the planning
process and provides an explanatory glossary of all the
key terms used.

This book should provide you with confidence and know
how to prepare simple applications and give you clarity
regarding the planning process and what to expect.

Order from www.foxleytaggplanning.co.uk
or purchase one at the next HBR show.
Priced £10 each (plus £2.50 P&P).

01242 222107

office@ftplanning.co.uk

